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Abstract—We consider a general multi-user Mobile Cloud
Computing (MCC) system where each mobile user has multiple
independent tasks. These mobile users share the computation
and communication resources while offloading tasks to the
cloud. We study both the conventional MCC where tasks are
offloaded to the cloud through a wireless access point, and
MCC with a computing access point (CAP), where the CAP
serves both as the network access gateway and a computation
service provider to the mobile users. We aim to jointly optimize
the offloading decisions of all users as well as the allocation
of computation and communication resources, to minimize the
overall cost of energy, computation, and delay for all users. The
optimization problem is formulated as a non-convex quadratically
constrained quadratic program, which is NP-hard in general.
For the case without a CAP, an efficient approximate solution
named MUMTO is proposed by using separable semidefinite
relaxation (SDR), followed by recovery of the binary offloading
decision and optimal allocation of the communication resource.
To solve the more complicated problem with a CAP, we further
propose an efficient three-step algorithm named MUMTO-C
comprising of generalized MUMTO SDR with CAP, alternating
optimization, and sequential tuning, which always computes a
locally optimal solution. For performance benchmarking, we
further present numerical lower bounds of the minimum system
cost with and without the CAP. By comparison with this lower
bound, our simulation results show that the proposed solutions
for both scenarios give nearly optimal performance under various
parameter settings, and the resultant efficient utilization of a CAP
can bring substantial cost benefit.
Index Terms—mobile cloud computing, computing access
point, task offloading, resource allocation, energy cost, delay cost,
computation cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) brings abundant cloud
resources to extend the capabilities of resource-limited mobiles
devices to improve the user experience [3] [4]. With the help
of cloud resources, mobile devices can potentially reduce
their energy consumption or processing delay by offloading
their tasks to the cloud. However, integration between mobile
devices and the cloud may affect the quality of service of
those offloaded tasks and overall mobile device energy usage
due to additional communication and computation delays and
transceiver energy consumption.
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The case of a single mobile user offloading its entire
application to the cloud was studied in [5], [6]. Furthermore,
offloading by multiple mobile users was considered in [7]–
[9], where each user has a single application or task to be
offloaded to the cloud in its entirety. Different from such
whole-application offloading, the authors of [10]–[16] consid-
ered partitioning an application into multiple tasks. In all these
cases, the partitioning problem results in integer programming
that is NP-hard in general.
In conventional MCC systems, communication between
the mobile devices and the remote cloud server often is
over a long distance, which may result in large communi-
cation delay in task offloading. In contrast, with an aim to
reduce the communication delay for those offloaded tasks,
Mobile/Multiaccess Edge Computing (MEC), as defined by
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute, refers
to a distributed MCC system where computing resources are
installed locally at or near the base station of a cellular network
[17]–[19]. MEC shares similarities with micro cloud centers
[20], cloudlets [21], fog computing [22], and cyber-foraging
[23], except that the MEC computing servers are managed by
a mobile service provider, which allows more direct control
and resource management. Similar to the concept of MEC, one
may define a general computing access point (CAP), which is
a wireless access point or a cellular base station with built-in
computation capability to serve the mobile users’ computing
tasks. These tasks may be processed locally at the mobile
devices, sent to the CAP, or further forwarded to a remote
cloud server. With the additional option of computation by
the CAP, we can reduce the need for access to the remote
cloud server, hence decreasing the communication delay and
also potentially the overall energy and computation cost.
In this work, we study the joint optimization of task offload-
ing and resource allocation in a general mobile cloud access
network consisting of multiple mobile users, each having
multiple independent tasks. The wireless access point may
serve its conventional networking function and only forward
the received tasks to the remote cloud server, or it may
be a CAP that additionally has limited built-in computation
capability to directly process some of the tasks by itself. We
take into consideration the computation and communication
energies, CAP and cloud usage costs, and communication and
processing delays at local user devices, the CAP, and the
remote cloud server.
The multi-user multi-task scenario adds substantial chal-
lenge to system design, since we need to jointly consider both
the offloading decisions and the sharing of limited computation
2with each other while offloading tasks. In particular, the
delays of the offloaded tasks of a user will be affected by
its assigned computation and communication resources, as
well as the scheduling of those tasks in the computation and
communication pipelines. Therefore, scheduling the tasks of
even a single user contains a multi-machine flow-shop problem
[24], which has no known optimal solution in the literature.
In this work, we propose efficient heuristic solutions based on
semi-definite relaxation methods, together with delay bound-
ing techniques, iterative optimization, and further sequential
performance tuning, which are numerically shown to provide
nearly optimal performance. The contributions of this work
are summarized below:
• Conventional MCC with a non-computing AP: We first
consider the conventional MCC with a non-computing AP,
and formulate the problem to jointly optimize the offloading
decision and the communication resource allocation of
all tasks, to minimize a weighted sum of the costs of
energy, computation, and delay for all users. The resulting
mixed integer programming problem can be reformulated as
a non-convex quadratically constrained quadratic program
(QCQP) [25], which is NP-hard in general. To solve this
challenging problem, we first present a performance bound-
ing framework that utilizes both the upper and lower bounds
of the multi-task total communication and computation
delay for each user. We then propose an efficient Multi-
User Multi-Task Offloading (MUMTO) algorithm based on
separable semidefinite relaxation (SDR) [26], with recovery
of the binary offloading decision and subsequent optimal
allocation of the communication resource.
• MCC with a CAP: We next consider the presence of a CAP
in the MCC, aiming to jointly optimize the task offloading
decisions and the allocation of computation and commu-
nication resources of all tasks. However, the availability
of CAP computation further complicates mobile task of-
floading decisions, adding an extra dimension of variability
at the CAP. To solve this challenging problem, we further
propose an efficient three-step algorithm named MUMTO
with CAP (MUMTO-C), which first utilizes a generalized
version of the MUMTO SDR with an added CAP, and then
performs additional alternating optimization and sequential
tuning. We show that it always computes a locally optimal
solution, which contains the binary offloading decision
and subsequent optimal allocation of the computation and
communication resources.
• Lower bounds and performance: For both two scenarios
considered above, we obtain lower bounds for the mini-
mum cost as the benchmark for performance evaluation.
Simulation results show that MUMTO and MUMTO-C both
give nearly optimal performance under various parameter
settings. Furthermore, for the case with a CAP, we conduct
simulation experiments on alternative combinations of the
three components of the MUMTO-C algorithm, clarifying
their roles and contributions to the overall system perfor-
mance. Finally, we compare the performance of MUMTO-
C against that of purely local processing, purely cloud
processing, and hybrid local-cloud processing without the
CAP, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm in joint management of the computation and
communication resources in the three-tier computing system
of local devices, CAP, and remote cloud server.
Organization: The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we discuss the related work. In Section III, we
describe the system model. In Section IV, we provide details
of the problem formulation, the proposed algorithm, and the
lower bound of minimum system cost for the conventional
MCC without a CAP. In Section V, the impact on the presence
of the CAP is further studied. We present numerical results in
Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
Notations: Trace and transpose of matrix A are denoted by
Tr(A) and AT , respectively. A positive semi-definite matrix
A is denoted as A < 0. Notation diag(a) denotes a diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements being elements of vector a, and
A(i, j) denotes the (i, j)th entry of matrix A.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Two-Tier Offloading System
Many existing studies focus on two-tier cloud networks with
mobile users and another tier of external processors.
For a single user offloading its entire application, the
tradeoff between energy saving and computing performance
was studied in [5], [6], [27]. Different from the above whole-
application offloading, the authors of [10]–[16] considered
partitioning an application into multiple tasks. Specifically, the
authors of [10]–[12] focus on the implementation of offloading
mechanisms from the mobile device to the cloud, while the
discussion on optimizing the offloading decisions was limited.
In [13], a heuristic offloading policy was proposed for a mobile
user with sequential tasks. In [14]–[16], the problem of cloud
offloading for a mobile user with dependent tasks was studied.
All of the above studies focus on the single-user case.
The case of task offloading by multiple mobile users has
been considered in [7]–[9], [28]–[31], but in all of these
works, each user only has a single task to process. Without
considering resource allocation, the authors of [7], [9], [28],
[29] proposed different approaches to obtain the offloading
decisions for each user. In [8], [30], when all tasks are always
offloaded, the authors optimized the allocation of computation
and communication resources. In contrast to the above studies,
instead of optimizing either the offloading decision only or
the resource allocation only, in this work we study the joint
optimization as they are inter-dependent. The authors of [31]
considered the joint allocation of offloading decision and
resource allocation with a sequential optimization heuristic.
The method can only be applied to the case where each user
has a single task. In contrast, in this work, the system design
is much more challenging since we consider the general multi-
user multi-task scenario.
B. Three-Tier Offloading System
Besides the two-tier cloud networks above, the three-tier
network model, consisting of mobile users, a local computing
node (e.g., cloudlet or CAP), and a remote cloud server, has
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Fig. 1. Multi-user multi-task offloading system model. The AP may serve
its conventional networking function and forward tasks to the remote cloud
server, or be a CAP with built-in computation capability to directly process
some received tasks by itself.
been studied in [32]–[38]. Compared with two-tier systems,
the three-tier system adds extra flexibility for task offloading.
In [32]–[35], the authors only focused on optimizing the
offloading decisions without considering the allocation of
computation and communication resources. However, since
both computation and communication resources are limited
and shared among all users, without efficiently allocating those
limited resources to different users, the full benefit of task
offloading cannot be realized. The joint optimization of the
offloading decision and the allocation of computation and
communication resources for a general three-tier multi-user
multi-task offloading system has not been investigated before,
and it is much more complicated to solve.
We have previously studied the scheduling of computation
and communication resources in a CAP for a single mobile
user [36] and multiple mobile users each with a single
task only [37], [38], showing substantial system performance
improvement under such simplified system models. In this
work, we focus on the joint optimization problem for a general
multi-user multi-task scenario.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Mobile Cloud Offloading with Multiple Users and Tasks
Consider a general cloud access network consisting of one
cloud server, one AP, and N mobile users, each having M
independent tasks, as shown in Fig. 1.1 Examples of the AP
may be a cellular base station or a WiFi access point. The AP
may serve its conventional networking function and forward
received tasks to the remote cloud server, or directly process
some of the tasks by itself when it has built-in computation
capability. In the latter case, we name it CAP. In this work,
we first study a conventional mobile cloud offloading scenario
without the CAP, aiming to obtain optimal offloading decisions
for all mobile users’ tasks as well as resource allocation.
Then, we will further study a more general scenario with the
presence of the CAP, showing substantial system performance
improvement. Notice that we do not consider any specific
queueing model for each user’s tasks. We will show latter
in Sections IV-C and V-C that our proposed solutions are
generally applicable to any queueing discipline.
1We assume the same number of tasks M for all users only for the notation
simplicity. Our proposed solutions can be easily extended to the general
scenario where each mobile user has a different number of tasks Mi.
TABLE I
LIST OF MAIN SYMBOLS
Symbol Description
Elij local processing energy of user i’s task j
Etij , E
r
ij uplink transmitting energy and downlink
receiving energy of user i’s task j between the
mobile user and the AP
T lij , T
a
ij , T
c
ij local processing time, CAP processing time, and
cloud processing time of user i’s task j
T tij , T
r
ij uplink transmission time and downlink
transmission time of user i’s task j between the
mobile user and the AP
T acij transmission time of user i’s task j between the
AP and the cloud
CUL, CDL uplink bandwidth and downlink bandwidth for
transmission between mobile users and the AP
CTotal total transmission bandwidth between mobile
users and the AP
cui , c
d
i uplink bandwidth and downlink bandwidth
assigned to user i
ηui , η
d
i spectral efficiency of uplink and downlink
transmission between user i and the AP
rac transmission rate between the AP and the cloud
fai CAP processing rate assigned to user i’s tasks
fA total CAP processing rate
fc cloud processing rate for each user
Caij CAP usage cost of user i’s task j
Ccij cloud usage cost of user i’s task j
Remark: Our system model is a common one considered in
many previous studies [7], [9], [13], [14], [16], [28]–[31], [34],
where all M tasks of each user are assumed to be available
at the starting time. For a dynamic system where the tasks
arrive at different times, we may apply our model and the
proposed solution in a quasi-static manner, where the system
processes the tasks in batches as they are collected [39]. Also,
note that for the mobile cloud system considered, we focus on
the bandwidth sharing of wireless communication links among
users, while assuming that the statistics of each wireless link
remain unchanged during the processing of the users’ tasks.
This reflects a relatively static or low-mobility scenario. The
mobility issue and its effect on the offloading performance is
not considered this work and will be left for future work.
The main symbols used in the system model are summarized
in Table I.
B. Cost of Local Processing
We denote by Din(ij), Dout(ij), and Y (ij) the input data
size, output data size, and processing cycles2 of user i’s task
j, respectively.3 For task j being locally processed by user i,
the corresponding energy consumed for processing is denoted
by Elij and the processing time is denoted by T
l
ij .
C. Cost of Remote Cloud Processing
When user i’s task j is offloaded to the AP, we de-
note by Etij and E
r
ij , respectively, the energy consumed
2The processing cycles of user i’s task j depends on the input data size
and the application type.
3These quantities may be obtained by applying a program profiler [10]–
[12], as similarly used in [6], [7], [9], [27], [29]–[31].
4for wireless transmission and reception by the user. For
the wireless connections between mobile users and the AP,
we denote the uplink and downlink transmission times by
T tij = Din(ij)/(η
u
i c
u
i ) and T
r
ij = Dout(ij)/(η
d
i c
d
i ), respec-
tively, where cui and c
d
i are uplink and downlink bandwidth
allocated to user i, and ηui and η
d
i are the spectral efficiency
of uplink and downlink transmission between user i and the
AP, respectively4. We have the following constraints on cui
and cdi as they are limited by the uplink bandwidth CUL and
downlink bandwidth CDL
N∑
i=1
cui ≤ CUL, (1)
and
N∑
i=1
cdi ≤ CDL. (2)
We may consider also a total bandwidth constraint
N∑
i=1
(cui + c
d
i ) ≤ CTotal. (3)
Since the AP has to further offload the task to the cloud,
there is the additional transmission time between the AP and
the cloud denoted by T acij = (Din(ij) + Dout(ij))/r
ac, and
the cloud processing time denoted by T cij = Y (ij)/f
c, where
rac is the transmission rate between the AP and the cloud and
f c is the cloud processing rate for each user. The rate rac is
assumed to be a pre-determined value regardless of the number
of users, since the AP-cloud link is likely to be a high-capacity
wired connection in comparison with the limited wireless links
between the mobile users and the AP, so that there is no need to
consider bandwidth sharing among the users. Similarly, f c is
also assumed to be a pre-determined value because of the high
computational capacity and dedicated service of the remote
cloud server. Thus, T acij and T
c
ij only depend on user i’s task
j itself.
Finally, the cloud usage cost of processing user i’s task j at
the cloud is denoted by Ccij . The usage cost may depend on
the data size and processing cycles of a task and the hardware
and energy cost to maintain the cloud server, but such detail
is outside the scope of this work. Here we simply assume that
Ccij is given for all i and j.
D. Cost of CAP Processing
When we consider the presence of a CAP, some of the
offloaded tasks can be directly processed by the CAP. If
user i’s task j is processed by the CAP (i.e., instead of
being further forwarded to the remote cloud), besides the
communication energy (i.e., Etij and E
r
ij) and delay (i.e., T
t
ij
and T rij) mentioned above, we denote the CAP processing time
by T aij = Y (ij)/f
a
i , where f
a
i is the assigned processing rate,
which is limited by the total processing rate fA at the CAP
N∑
i=1
fai ≤ fA. (4)
4The spectral efficiency can be approximated by log(1+SNR) where SNR
is the link quality between user i and the AP.
Similarly, denote the CAP usage cost of processing user i’s
task j at the CAP by Caij . In the following, we first study the
conventional MCC without considering the CAP. The impact
on the presence of a CAP will be further studied in Section
V.
IV. MULTI-USER MULTI-TASK OFFLOADING WITHOUT
CAP
In this section, we study the conventional mobile cloud
network where the AP always forwards the received tasks
to the remote cloud server. In this case, we have a two-tier
offloading system, and we focus on jointly optimizing the
offloading decision and the communication resource allocation
of all tasks, to minimize a weighted sum of the costs of energy,
computation, and the delay for all users.
A. Offloading Decision
Since there is no CAP, each mobile user can either process
its tasks locally or offload some of them to the cloud for
processing through the AP. Let xij denote the offloading
decision for task j of user i, given by
xij =
{
0, process task j of user i locally;
1, offload task j of user i to the cloud.
B. Problem Formulation
We aim at reducing mobile users’ energy consumption and
maintain the service quality of processing their tasks, measured
by the delays incurred due to transmission and/or processing.
For this goal, we define the total system cost as the weighted
sum of total energy consumption, the costs to offload and
process all tasks, and the corresponding transmission and
processing delays for all users. Our objective is to minimize
the total system cost by jointly optimizing the task offloading
decisions xij and the communication bandwidth resource allo-
cation ri = [c
u
i , c
d
i ]
T . This optimization problem is formulated
as follows:
min
{xij},{ri}
N∑
i=1
[ M∑
j=1
(Elij(1 − xij)+ ECijxij)+ ρimax{TLi , TCi }
]
(5)
s.t. (1), (2), (3),
rui , r
d
i ,≥ 0, ∀i, (6)
xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, (7)
where ECij , (E
t
ij +E
r
ij +βC
c
ij) is the weighted transmission
energy and processing cost of offloading and processing task
j of user i to the cloud, with β being the relative weight;
in addition, TLi is the processing delay of tasks processed by
the mobile user i itself, TCi is the overall transmission and
remote-processing delay for tasks of mobile user i processed
at the cloud, and ρi is the weight on the task processing delay
relative to energy consumption in the total system cost.
Depending on the performance requirement, the value of ρi
can be adjusted to impose different emphasis on delay and
5energy consumption.5 The proposed optimization problem (5)
can be solved by any controller in this network after collecting
all required information. In practice, the controller could be
the AP. That is, each user provides its information to the AP,
and the AP broadcasts the obtained offloading decisions (and
the corresponding resource allocations) to all users by solving
problem (5).
The above mixed-integer programming problem is difficult
to solve in general. Based on the offloading decision xij for
each task, we have the total local processing delay for each
user TLi =
∑M
j=1 T
l
ij(1−xij), for all i. However, we note that
the overall delay for remote processing, TCi , is challenging
to calculate exactly. This is because, when there are multiple
tasks offloaded by a users, the transmission times and pro-
cessing times may overlap in an unpredictable manner, which
depends on the offloading decision, communication resource
allocation, and task scheduling order. In fact, since TCi consists
of the uplink transmission times, remote-processing time, and
downlink transmissions times of all tasks, it may be viewed
as the output of a multi-machine flowshop schedule, which
remains an open research problem [24]. Since TCi is not
precisely tractable, we will use both upper and lower bounds of
TCi in our proposed solution and performance benchmarking.
Under the MUMTO algorithm, they are shown to give total
system costs that are close to each other.
C. Multi-user Multi-task Offloading (MUMTO) Algorithm
The joint optimization problem (5) is a mixed-integer non-
convex programming problem. To find an efficient solution to
the original problem (5), in the following, we first propose
both upper bound and lower bound formulations of TCi ,
then transform the optimization problem (5) into a separable
QCQP, and finally propose a separable SDR approach to obtain
the binary offloading decisions {xij} and the communication
resource allocation {ri}.
1) Bounds of Remote-Processing Delay: When a mobile
user offloads more than one task to the cloud, there will
be overlaps in the communication and processing times as
mentioned above, making it difficult to exactly characterize
the overall delay TCi . However, we have the following upper
bound of TCi as the worst-case delay formulation:
T
C(U)
i =
M∑
j=1
(
Din(ij)
ηui c
u
i
+
Dout(ij)
ηdi c
d
i
+ T acij + T
c
ij
)
xij , ∀i. (8)
Since the worst-case delay sums the transmission delays and
processing delays together without any overlap, it will always
be greater than the real delay given the same offloading
decision and resource allocation. On the other hand, we
separate the offloading delays of all mobile users into several
components and only consider the largest one as the lower
bound of TCi :
T
C(L)
i = max{T ui , T di , T uaci , T daci , T c
′
i }, ∀i, (9)
5 To avoid mathematical redundancy, we only put the weight in front of
the delay and normalize the weighted sum cost to have the unit of energy.
However, it can be easily extended to an objective with some arbitrary unit
(e.g., dollars).
where T ui =
∑M
j=1 Din(ij)xij/(η
u
i c
u
i ) and T
d
i =∑M
j=1 Dout(ij)xij/(η
d
i c
d
i ) are total uplink and downlink trans-
mission times between the user and the AP for user i,
respectively, T uaci =
∑M
j=1 Din(ij)xij/r
ac and T daci =∑M
j=1 Dout(ij)xij/r
ac are total uplink and downlink trans-
mission times between the AP and the cloud for user i,
respectively, and T c
′
i =
∑M
j=1 Y (ij)xij/f
c is the total cloud
processing time for user i.
In the following, we will use the worst-case delay T
C(U)
i in
optimization problem (5) to obtain an approximate solution,
which can provide an upper bound to the total system cost.
We then use T
C(L)
i similarly, to obtain a lower bound of the
total system cost, for performance benchmarking. In Section
VI, by comparing both cases, we show that the MUMTO
algorithm based on the worst case formulation gives nearly
optimal performance.
2) QCQP Transformation and Semidefinite Relaxation:
We first replace TCi with T
C(U)
i in problem (5), and rewrite
the integer constraint (7) as
xij(xij − 1) = 0, ∀i, j. (10)
We also introduce a additional auxiliary variable ti for
max{TLi , T
C(U)
i }, the problem (5) is now transformed into
the following equivalent problem:
min
{xij},{ri,ti}
N∑
i=1
[ M∑
j=1
(Elij(1− xij) + ECijxij) + ρiti
]
(11)
s.t.
M∑
j=1
T lij(1 − xij) ≤ ti, ∀i, (12)
M∑
j=1
(
Din(ij)
ηui c
u
i
+
Dout(ij)
ηui c
d
i
+T acij +T
c
ij
)
xij ≤ ti, ∀i,
(13)
(1), (2), (3), (6), and (10).
In order to obtain the eventual SDR formulation, we first
transform the optimization problem (11) into a separable
QCQP problem by the following steps.
First, we introduce two auxiliary variables Dui and D
d
i ,
and replace constraint (13) with the following equivalent
constraints:
Dui +D
d
i +
M∑
j=1
(T acij + T
c
ij)xij ≤ ti, ∀i, (14)
M∑
j=1
Din(ij)xij
ηui c
u
i
≤ Dui , ∀i, (15)
and
M∑
j=1
Dout(ij)xij
ηdi c
d
i
≤ Ddi , ∀i, (16)
where (14) is the overall offloading delay constraint, and (15)
and (16) correspond to the uplink transmission time and the
downlink transmission time, respectively.
6Next, we vectorize the variables and parameters in problem
(11). Define
wi , [xi1, . . . , xiM , c
u
i , D
u
i , c
d
i , D
d
i , ti]
T , ∀i, (17)
which is the decision vector for user i with all decision
variables. Then, the objective in problem (11) can be rewritten
as
N∑
i=1
bTi wi +
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
Elij , (18)
where bi , [(E
C
i1 − Eli1), . . . , (ECiM − EliM ), 01×4, ρi]T .
We rewrite the local processing delay constraint (12) as
(bli)
Twi ≤ −
M∑
j=1
T lij , ∀i, (19)
where bli , −[T li1, . . . , T liM , 01×4, 1]T . For the cloud
processing delay constraint (14), it can be rewritten as
(bci )
Twi ≤ 0, ∀i, (20)
where bci , [(T
ac
i1 + T
c
i1), . . . , (T
ac
iM + T
c
iM ), 0, 1, 0, 1,−1]T .
The matrix forms of constraints (15) and (16) are
wTi A
µ
i wi + (b
µ
i )
Twi ≤ 0, µ ∈ {u, d}, ∀i, (21)
where
A
µ′
i , −
1
2
[
0 ηµi
ηµi 0
]
, µ ∈ {u, d},
Aui ,

0M×M 0M×2 0M×302×M Au′i 02×3
03×M 03×2 03×3

 ,
Adi ,

0(M+2)×(M+2) 0(M+2)×2 0(M+2)×102×(M+2) Ad′i 02×1
01×(M+2) 01×2 0

 ,
bui , [Din(i1), . . . , Din(iM), 01×5]
T ,
bdi , [Dout(i1), . . . , Dout(iM), 01×5]
T .
The uplink and downlink bandwidth resource constraints (1)
and (2) correspond to
N∑
i=1
(bUi )
Twi = CUL, (22)
and
N∑
i=1
(bDi )
Twi = CDL, (23)
respectively, where bUi , [01×M , 1, 01×4]
T and bDi ,
[01×M+2, 1, 01×2]
T . Similarly, the total bandwidth constraint
(3) is rewritten as
N∑
i=1
(bSi )
Twi ≤ CTotal, (24)
where bSi , [01×M , 1, 0, 1, 0, 0]
T . The constraint (6) used to
ensure all variables great than or equal to 0 is replaced by
wi < 0, ∀i. (25)
Finally, we rewrite the integer constraint (10) as
wTi diag(ej)wi − eTj wi = 0, ∀i, j, (26)
where ej as the (M +5)× 1 standard unit vector with the jth
entry being 1.
By further defining zi , [wTi , 1]
T , together with the above
matrix form presentations, and dropping the constant term∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1E
l
ij from the objective function in (18), problem
(11) can now be further transformed into the following homo-
geneous separable QCQP formulation:
min
{zi}
N∑
i=1
zTi Gizi (27)
s.t. zTi G
l
izi ≤ −
M∑
j=1
T lij , ∀i, (28)
zTi G
c
izi ≤ 0, ∀i, (29)
zTi G
µ
i zi ≤ 0, µ ∈ {u, d}, ∀i, (30)
N∑
i=1
zTi G
U
i zi ≤ CUL,
N∑
i=1
zTi G
D
i zi ≤ CDL, (31)
N∑
i=1
zTi G
S
i zi ≤ CTotal, (32)
zTi G
I
jzi = 0, ∀i, j, (33)
zi < 0, ∀i, (34)
where
Gi ,
[
0 12bi
1
2b
T
i 0
]
, Gµi ,
[
A
µ
i
1
2b
µ
i
1
2 (b
µ
i )
T 0
]
, µ ∈ {u, d},
Gpii ,
[
0 12b
pi
i
1
2 (b
pi
i )
T 0
]
, π ∈ {l, c, U,D, S},
GIj ,
[
diag(ej) − 12ej
− 12eTj 0
]
.
As problems (11) and (27) are equivalent, all constraints have
one-to-one correspondence.
The optimization problem (27) is a non-convex separable
QCQP problem [25]. This problem is NP-hard. To show this,
first, we note that problems (11) and (27) are equivalent. For
problem (11), when we only consider the offloading decisions
as variables (i.e., each user has already been assigned some
fixed communication and computation resources), the problem
is reduced to a linear integer programming problem. Then, if
the ti values are further given, (e.g., ti =
∑M
j=1 Tij), problem
(11) is reduced to the 0-1 knapsack problem, which is NP-
hard.
To find an approximate solution, we apply the separable
SDR approach [26], where we relax the problem into a sepa-
rable semidefinite programming (SDP) problem. Specifically,
define Zi , zizTi . The following equality holds:
zTi Gzi = Tr(GZi), (35)
with rank(Zi) = 1. By dropping the rank constraint
rank(Zi) = 1, we have the following separable SDP problem:
min
{Zi}
N∑
i=1
Tr(GiZi) (36)
7Algorithm 1 MUMTO Algorithm
1: Obtain optimal solution Z∗i ’s of the separable SDP problem (36).
2: Extract Z∗i (M + 6, k), for k = 1, ...,M , from Z
∗
i .
3: Record the values of Z∗i (M + 6, k), for k = 1, ..., M , as pi =
[pi1, . . . , piM ]
T .
4: Set xsdrij = round(pij),∀i, j.
5: Set xsdr = [(xsdr1 )
T , . . . , (xsdrN )
T ]T , where xsdri =
[xsdri1 , . . . , x
sdr
iM ]
T .
6: Solve the resource allocation problem (44) based on xsdr;
7: Compare the minimum cost of (44) under xsdr with those under
the local processing only and cloud processing only solutions.
Select the one that yields the minimum system cost as xsdr
∗
.
8: Output: the proposed offloading solution xsdr
∗
and the corre-
sponding optimal resource allocation {rsdr
∗
i }.
s.t. Tr(GliZi) ≤ −
M∑
j=1
T lij , ∀i, (37)
Tr(GriZi) ≤ 0, r ∈ {c, u, d}, ∀i, (38)
N∑
i=1
Tr(GUi Zi) ≤ CUL,
N∑
i=1
Tr(GDi Zi) ≤ CDL, (39)
N∑
i=1
Tr(GSi Zi) ≤ CTotal, (40)
Tr(GIjZi) = 0, ∀i, j, (41)
Zi(M + 6,M + 6) = 1, ∀i, (42)
Zi < 0, ∀i. (43)
The optimal solution {Z∗i } to the above separable SDP
problem can be obtained efficiently in polynomial time using
standard SDP software, such as SeDuMi [40]. However, since
problem (36) is a relaxation of the problem (27), the optimal
objective of the problem (36) is only a lower bound of the
optimal solution of the problem (27) if {Z∗i } does not have
rank 1. Therefore, once {Z∗i } is obtained, we still need to
recover a rank-1 solution from {Z∗i } for the original problem
(5). In the following, we propose an algorithm to obtain
the binary offloading decisions {xij} and the corresponding
optimal communication resource allocation {ri} for problem
(5).
3) Binary Offloading Decisions and Resource Allocation:
Define the offloading solution vector as x , [xT1 , . . . ,x
T
N ]
T ,
where xi , [xi1, . . . , xiM ]T , for all i. Since the rank-1
constraint has been removed from the relaxed problem (36),
the obtained solution Z∗i for problem (36) contains only real
numbers. Our goal is to obtain appropriate offloading decisions
from Z∗i by mapping its elements to binary numbers. Note that
only the first M elements in zi correspond to the offloading
decision variables for user i (see wi in (17)). Also, we have
Zi = ziz
T
i and zi(M + 6) = 1, which means the last row
of Zi satisfies Zi(M + 6, k) = zi(k), for all k. Hence, we
can use the values of Z∗i (M + 6, k) to recover the binary
offloading decision zi(k), for k = 1, ...,M . In addition, it can
be shown that Z∗i (M +6, k) ∈ [0, 1], for k = 1, ...,M . Define
pi , [pi1, . . . , piM ]T , [Z∗i (M+6, 1), · · · ,Z∗i (M+6,M)]T .
We have pij ∈ [0, 1], ∀i, j. We recover the feasible decisions
xsdri using pi, where x
sdr
ij = round(pij) is the rounding
result, and obtain the overall offloading decision as xsdr =
[(xsdr1 )
T , . . . , (xsdrN )
T ]T .
Once the offloading decision xsdr is obtained, the optimiza-
tion problem (5) reduces to the optimization of communication
resource allocation {ri}, which is given by
min
{ri}
(
E +
N∑
i=1
ρimax{TLi, TC(U)i }
)
(44)
s.t. (1), (2), (3), and (6),
where E ,
∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1(E
l
ij(1− xij) +ECijxij) is a constant
value once {xij} are given. This resource allocation problem
(44) is convex, which can be solved optimally using standard
convex optimization solvers. Note that to obtain the best
offloading decision, in practice, we should compare xsdr with
local processing only and cloud processing only decisions,
and select the one resulting in the minimum total system cost
objective of (44) as the final offloading decision xsdr
∗
.
We summarize MUMTO in Algorithm 1. Notice that the
SDP problem (36) can be solved within precision ǫ by the
interior point method in O(
√
MN log(1/ǫ)) iterations, where
the amount of work per iteration is O(M6N4) [41], while
there are 2MN choices in exhaustive search to find the optimal
offloading decision. In addition, once the offloading decision
is made, we may schedule the multiple tasks to be offloaded in
any arbitrary order. The resultant TCi will be less than T
C(U)
i .
To measure the effectiveness of this solution, in the following,
we introduce a lower bound of the optimal solution to the
original problem (5).
D. Lower Bound on the Optimal Solution
Previously, the cost function in our original optimiza-
tion problem (5) considers the worst-case transmission-plus-
processing delay (8) for all users. Once the offloading decision
is made, we may schedule the multiple tasks to be offloaded in
any arbitrary order. The resultant TCi will be less than T
C(U)
i .
Therefore, the actual cost based on MUMTO will be lower
than the worst-case cost.
However, we are still interested in the performance of
MUMTO compared with an optimal solution. Therefore, we
introduce a lower bound of the optimal solution to the original
problem (5). We first introduce a new optimization problem,
where T
C(L)
i are used instead of T
C
i and the objective function
is replaced by its lower bound, as follows:
min
{xij},{ri}
N∑
i=1
[ M∑
j=1
(Elij(1− xij) + ECijxij)
+ ρimax{TLi , T ui , T di , T uaci , T daci , T c
′
i }
]
(45)
s.t. (1), (2), (3), (6), and (7).
Notice that under the same offloading decisions and commu-
nication resource allocation, this new objective function will
always give us a lower cost than the real cost.
Since the above optimization problem (45) is still non-
convex, we formulate a separable SDR problem similar to
(36), whose details are omitted due to page limitation. We
8note that the optimal objective of this SDR problem is smaller
than the optimal objective of (45). Hence, it can serve as a
lower bound of the minimum total system cost defined by the
original optimization problem (5). In Section VI-B, we show
that MUMTO provides nearly optimal performance under a
wide range of parameter settings.
V. MULTI-USER MULTI-TASK OFFLOADING WITH CAP
When we consider the presence of a CAP, it may serve
its conventional networking function and forward the task to
the remote cloud server, or directly process the task by itself.
Each task may be processed locally at the mobile device, at
the CAP, or at the remote cloud server. An optimal offloading
decision must take into consideration the computation and
communication energies, computation costs, and communi-
cation and processing delays at all three locations. In this
section, we further study the mobile cloud computing network
with the presence of the CAP, aiming to jointly optimize the
task offloading decisions and the communication and CAP
processing resource allocation.
A. Offloading Decision
Each mobile user can process its tasks locally or offload
some of them. With the presence of a CAP, those offloaded
tasks may be processed at the CAP or be further forwarded to
the remote cloud. Instead of only using xij , we denote the of-
floading decisions for user i’s task j by xlij , x
a
ij , x
c
ij ∈ {0, 1},
indicating whether user i’s task j is processed locally, at the
CAP, or at the cloud, respectively. The offloading decisions
are constrained by
xlij + x
a
ij + x
c
ij = 1. (46)
Notice that only one of xlij , x
a
ij , and x
c
ij for user i’s task j
could be 1.
B. Problem Formulation
The new total system cost is defined as the weighted sum of
total energy consumption, the costs to offload and process all
tasks, and the transmission and processing delays for all users.
Define offloading decision vector xij , [xlij , x
a
ij , x
c
ij ]
T . With
a CAP, both communication and CAP processing resources
needs to be considered, defined by ri , [cui , c
d
i , f
a
i ]
T . Similar
to Section IV-B, our objective is to minimize the total sys-
tem cost by jointly optimizing the task offloading decisions
{xij} and the communication and CAP processing resource
allocation {ri}. This optimization problem is formulated as
follows:
min
{xij},{ri}
N∑
i=1
[ M∑
j=1
(Elijx
l
ij + E
A
ijx
a
ij + E
C
ijx
c
ij)
+ ρimax{TLi , TAi , TCi }
]
(47)
s.t. (1), (2), (3), (4), (46),
cui , c
d
i , f
a
i ,≥ 0, ∀i, (48)
xlij , x
a
ij , x
c
ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, (49)
where EAij , (E
t
ij+E
r
ij+αC
a
ij) and E
C
ij , (E
t
ij+E
r
ij+βC
c
ij)
are the weighted transmission energy and processing costs of
offloading and processing task j of user i to the CAP and
cloud, with α and β being their relative weights, respectively;
also, TLi is the processing delay of tasks processed by the
mobile user i itself, TAi and T
C
i are the overall transmission
and remote-processing delays for the tasks of mobile user
i processed at the CAP and cloud, respectively, and ρi is
the weight on the task processing delay relative to energy
consumption for user i. Comparing with the optimization
problem (5) in the no-CAP case, the above mixed-integer
programming problem (47) is even more complicated due
to the additional CAP processing cost, EAij , CAP processing
delay, TAi , and the placement constraint (46).
For optimization problem (47), we have the overall local
processing delay for each user as TLi =
∑M
j=1 T
l
ijx
l
ij , for all
i. However, as similarly discussed in problem (5), the overall
delay for CAP processing, TAi , and for cloud processing, T
C
i ,
are not precisely tractable due to multiple offloaded tasks may
have overlapping transmission or processing time. Therefore,
we use both upper and lower bounds of TAi and T
C
i in our
proposed solution and performance benchmarking. We will
show later that, with the proposed MUMTO-C algorithm, the
upper and lower bounds give estimates to the total system cost
that are close to each other.
C. Multi-user Multi-task Offloading with CAP (MUMTO-C)
Algorithm
To find an efficient solution to the mixed-integer non-convex
programming problem (47), in the following, we first propose
upper-bound and lower-bound formulations of both TAi and
TCi , then transform the optimization problem (47) into a
separable QCQP and the corresponding SDR problem. Finally,
we will propose a three-step MUMTO-C algorithm to obtain
the binary offloading decisions {xij} and the communication
and processing resource allocation {ri}.
1) Bounds of CAP-Processing and Cloud-Processing De-
lays: Similar to Section IV-C1, we have the following upper
bounds, i.e., the worst-case delays:
T
A(U)
i =
M∑
j=1
((T tij + T
r
ij)(x
a
ij + x
c
ij) + T
a
ijx
a
ij), (50)
T
C(U)
i =
M∑
j=1
((T tij + T
r
ij)(x
a
ij + x
c
ij) + (T
ac
ij + T
c
ij)x
c
ij). (51)
In the above expressions, T
A(U)
i and T
C(U)
i represent the
direct summing of the transmission delays and processing
delays without any overlap. They are always greater than the
actual delay given the same offloading decision and resource
allocation.
For performance benchmarking, we will also need the best-
case delays. By separating the offloading delays of all mobile
users into several components and only considering the largest
one among them, the lower bounds of TAi and T
C
i are
T
A(L)
i = max{T u
′
i , T
d′
i , T
a′
i }, (52)
9T
C(L)
i = max{T ui , T di , T uaci , T daci , T c
′
i }, (53)
where T u
′
i =
∑M
j=1 T
t
ijx
a
ij and T
d′
i =
∑M
j=1 T
r
ijx
a
ij are the
total uplink and downlink transmission times between the
user and the CAP for user i’s tasks processed at the CAP,
respectively, T ui =
∑M
j=1 T
t
ijx
c
ij and T
d
i =
∑M
j=1 T
r
ijx
c
ij are
the total uplink and downlink transmission times between
the user and the CAP for user i’s tasks processed at the
cloud, respectively, T uaci =
∑M
j=1 Din(ij)x
c
ij/r
ac and T daci =∑M
j=1 Dout(ij)x
c
ij/r
ac are the total uplink and downlink trans-
mission times between the CAP and the cloud for user i,
respectively, and T a
′
i =
∑M
j=1 T
a
ijx
a
ij and T
c′
i =
∑M
j=1 T
c
ijx
c
ij
are the total CAP and cloud processing times for user i,
respectively.
In the following subsections, we describe the details of the
proposed three-step MUMTO-C algorithm, using the worst-
case delays T
A(U)
i and T
C(U)
i in optimization problem (47) to
obtain an approximate solution, which gives an upper bound
to the actual total system cost. Furthermore, we show the local
optimum property of the obtained binary offloading decisions
{xij} and communication and processing resource allocation
{ri}. Similarly, TA(L)i and T
C(L)
i are used to obtain a lower
bound of the total system cost for performance benchmarking.
Finally, we show in Section VI-C that MUMTO-C achieve
actual system cost that is close to the lower bound of the
system cost, and hence is also close to the optimal system
cost.
2) Step 1: QCQP Transformation and Semidefinite Re-
laxation: As mentioned before, optimization problem (47) is
more complicated than problem (5) due to the availability of
the CAP. In order to obtain the eventual SDR formulation, we
first rewrite the integer constraint (49) as
xsij(x
s
ij − 1) = 0, ∀i, j, (54)
for s ∈ {l, a, c}, and replace TAi and TCi in (47) with T
A(U)
i
and T
C(U)
i , respectively. Following the similar procedure in
Section IV-C2, we move the delay term from the objective to
the constraints by using additional auxiliary variables ti, and
rewrite (47) as
min
{xij},{ri,ti}
N∑
i=1
[ M∑
j=1
(Elijx
l
ij + E
A
ijx
a
ij + E
C
ijx
c
ij) + ρiti
]
(55)
s.t.
M∑
j=1
T lijx
l
ij ≤ ti, ∀i,
M∑
j=1
(
Din(ij)
ηui c
u
i
+
Dout(ij)
ηdi c
d
i
)
(xaij + x
c
ij)
+
M∑
j=1
Y (ij)
fai
xaij ≤ ti, ∀i,
M∑
j=1
(
Din(ij)
ηui c
u
i
+
Dout(ij)
ηdi c
d
i
)
(xaij + x
c
ij)
+
M∑
j=1
(T acij + T
c
ij)x
c
ij ≤ ti, ∀i,
(1), (2), (3), (4), (46), (48), and (54).
Comparing problem (55) with problem (11), we observe
that they share a similar structure. Therefore, we can apply a
similar procedure to transform problem (55) into a non-convex
separable QCQP problem that is similar to problem (27),
with the optimization vector now defined by vi , [w˜Ti , 1]
T ,
where w˜i , [xTi1, · · · ,xTiM , cui , Dui , cdi , Ddi , fai , Dai , ti]T , with
Dui , D
d
i and D
a
i being the auxiliary variables introduced
corresponding to the uplink transmission time, downlink trans-
mission time, and the CAP processing time, respectively.
Auxiliary variablesDui and D
d
i are similarly defined as in (15)
and (16), except that xij in (15) and (16) is now replaced by
(xaij+x
c
ij). Similar to these two constraints, the new auxiliary
variable Dai for the CAP processing time also introduces a
new constraint
∑M
j=1 Y (ij)x
a
ij/f
a
i ≤ Dai . Using the separable
SDR approach, we solve the relaxed separable SDP problem
that is similar to problem (36), with optimization matrix
defined by Vi = viv
T
i with size (3M + 8) × (3M + 8).
The details are omitted to avoid redundancy.
Denote {V∗i } as the optimal solution of the corresponding
separable SDR problem for the optimization problem (55). We
need to recover a rank-one solution from {V∗i } for problem
(55). However, the reconstruction of binary offloading decision
{xij} in Section IV-C3, as part of the MUMTO algorithm,
cannot be directly applied to find a feasible solution for
problem (55) due to the additional placement constraint (46)
for each user’s tasks. To deal with this challenge, in the
following, we propose an modified method, termed MUMTO
SDR with CAP (SDR-C), to obtain the binary offloading
decisions {xij} and the corresponding optimal communication
resource allocation {ri} from {V∗i }.
Define x , [xT1 , . . . ,x
T
N ]
T , where xi , [xi1, . . . ,xiM ]T ,
for all i. As similarly discussed in Section IV-C3, Vi(3M +
8, k) = vi(k), for k = 1, · · · , 3M , which correspond to
offloading decision xi for user i. It can be proven that optimal
solution V∗i (3M + 8, k) ∈ [0, 1], for k = 1, ..., 3M . Denote
pij , [plij , p
a
ij , p
c
ij ]
T and pi , [pTi1, . . . ,p
T
iM ]
T , [V∗i (3M +
8, 1), · · · ,V∗i (3M + 8, 3M)]T . Then, we have each element
in pi having its value within [0, 1], ∀i. We recover the feasible
decisions xsdri using pi as follows: for j = 1, · · · ,M , set
xsdrij =


[1, 0, 0]T, if max
s∈{l,a,c}
psij=p
l
ij (local processing)
[0, 1, 0]T, if max
s∈{l,a,c}
psij=p
a
ij (CAP processing)
[0, 0, 1]T, if max
s∈{l,a,c}
psij=p
c
ij (cloud processing),
(56)
The overall offloading decision is obtained as xsdr =
[(xsdr1 )
T , . . . , (xsdrN )
T ]T .
After obtaining the offloading decision xsdr, optimization
problem (47) is reduced to the optimization of computation
and communication resource allocation {ri}, which is given
by
min
{ri}
(
E +
N∑
i=1
ρimax{TLi , TA(U)i , T
C(U)
i }
)
(57)
s.t. (1), (2), (3), (4), and (48),
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where E ,
∑N
i=1
∑M
j=1(E
l
ijx
l
ij + E
A
ijx
a
ij + E
C
ijx
c
ij) is a
constant value once {xij} are given. Similar to problem (44),
problem (57) is convex, so it can be solved optimally.
3) Step 2: Improvement to SDR-C by Alternating
Optimization (AO): After obtaining a feasible solution
{xsdr, {rsdr∗i }} from the SDR-C step above, to further reduce
the overall system cost, in the following we introduce an
iterative alternating optimization method to further improve
the offloading decision, by using {xsdr, {rsdr∗i }} as the starting
point of iteration.
As mentioned above, given any offloading decision, the
optimization problem (47) is reduced to the resource allocation
problem (57), which is convex and the optimal resource
allocation can be obtained. On the other hand, once the
resource allocation {ri} is given, the optimization problem
(47) is reduced to the optimization of offloading decisions
{xij} as follows:
min
{xij}
N∑
i=1
[ M∑
j=1
(Elijx
l
ij + E
A
ijx
a
ij + E
C
ijx
c
ij)
+ ρimax{TLi , T
A(U)
i , T
C(U)
i }
]
(58)
s.t. (46) and (54).
The offloading decision problem (58) is an integer program-
ming problem. However, it can be separated into N indepen-
dent sub-problems, where each sub-problem only considers
the offloading decision of one user. As shown in [36], this can
be solved near-optimally by either using an SDR approach or
relaxing the integer constraints to interval constraints. Since
the optimization problem (47) can be separated into two sub-
problems (57) and (58). We propose the following alternating
optimization procedure to further reduce the total system cost.
Set (xao
∗
, {rao∗i }) = (xsdr, {rsdr
∗
i }) as the initial point. At
each iteration:
i) Solve problem (58) based on {rao∗i } to find the corre-
sponding offloading decision xao
′
.
ii) Solve problem (57) based on xao
′
to find the minimum
system cost and the corresponding resource allocation
{rao′i }. If this provides a lower total system cost, update
(xao
∗
, {rao∗i }) = (xao
′
, {rao′i }).
Repeat steps i and ii until the the total system cost cannot be
further decreased. Then output the solution of the alternating
optimization procedure as (xao
∗
, {rao∗i }).
Note that, despite the approximation in solving (58), since
we only accept a better solution in each iteration, and the
system cost is lower bounded, AO always converges. Further-
more, by design, the solution (xao
∗
, {rao∗i }) is better than or
at least as good as (xsdr, {rsdr∗i }).
4) Step 3: Sequential Tuning (ST) to Reach Local Opti-
mum: In this step, we propose an iterative procedure starting
from {xao∗ , {rao∗i }}, termed sequential tuning, to further re-
duce the system cost and eventually achieve a local optimum
for (47).
Set (xst
∗
, {rst∗i }) = (xao
∗
, {rao∗i }) as the initial point. At
each iteration:
i) Randomly order the lists of all users and their tasks.
ii) Go through the user list one by one. For each examined
user, sequentially check each of its tasks for the three
possible offloading decisions, while the offloading deci-
sions of all other tasks of all users remain unchanged.
For each offloading decision, find the total system cost
by solving problem (57). As soon as some user i is found
to admit a lower total system cost by changing the of-
floading decision of one of its tasks, update (xst
∗
, {rst∗i })
to the new offloading decision and resource allocation
that give the lower cost, and exit the iteration.
Repeat steps i and ii until xst
∗
converges, i.e., no change for
xst
∗
can be made. Then output the solution of the sequential
turning procedure as (xst
∗
, {rst∗i }).
The above procedure is guaranteed to converge. This is
because there is a finite number of possible values for xsti .
The iteration eventually will reach some (xst
∗
, {rst∗i }), where
the total system cost cannot be further reduced by modifying
any user’s offloading decision (and corresponding resource
allocation). It is straightforward to show that (xst
∗
, {rst∗i }) is
a local optimum of problem (47), since it gives the lowest
system cost in the joint binary-valued neighborhood of x and
neighborhood of {ri}. This result is stated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 1: The solution (xst
∗
, {rst∗i }) obtained from the
sequential tuning procedure is a locally optimal solution to the
original non-convex optimization problem (47).
5) Overall MUMTO-C Algorithm: We summarize the
above three-step MUMTO-C algorithm in Algorithm 2.
Even though each of the SDR-C, AO, and ST steps above
can be used separately to provide a feasible solution to the
original optimization problem (47), when combined together
in the proposed manner, they each serves an important role
in the overall algorithm design. First, SDR-C provides a
suitable starting point for AO. Without it, i.e., if we start
the AO iteration from some randomly chosen point in the
solution space, as shown in Section VI-C, AO can converge to
some highly sub-optimal solution. Second, with an appropriate
starting point, AO pushes the solution to one that is closer
to the optimum. This provide a suitable starting point for
ST, which helps reduce the number of iterations in ST. This
is an important step, since each of the ST iterations can
be computationally expensive, as it potentially may require
searching over a large number of tasks. Finally, ST further
improves the solution, and more importantly, it guarantees
that the final solution is a local optimum. Further numerical
evaluation of the roles and contributions of each of these steps
is given in Section VI-C.
D. Lower Bound on the Optimal Solution
Similar to the case of MUMTO in Section IV-D, to study
the performance of MUMTO-C compared with an optimal
solution, we find a lower bound of the optimal solution by
introducing a new optimization problem in which T
A(L)
i and
T
C(L)
i are used instead as
min
{xij},{ri}
N∑
i=1
[ M∑
j=1
(Elijx
l
ij + E
A
ijx
a
ij + E
C
ijx
c
ij)
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Algorithm 2 MUMTO-C Algorithm
Step 1: Initial offloading solution via SDR-C
1: Transform the original problem (47) into the SDR problem and
obtain the optimal solution {V∗i }.
2: Extract V∗i (3M + 8, k), for k = 1, ..., 3M , from V
∗
i .
3: Record the values of V∗i (3M + 8, k), for k = 1, ..., 3M , by
pi = [p
T
i1, . . . ,p
T
iM ]
T , where pij = [p
l
ij , p
a
ij , p
c
ij ]
T .
4: Set xsdr = [(xsdr1 )
T , . . . , (xsdrN )
T ]T , where xsdri is given by (56),
and solve problem (57) based on xsdr.
Step 2: Alternating optimization (AO)
5: Set (xao
∗
, {rao
∗
i }) = (x
sdr, {rsdr
∗
i }), and record the corresponding
total system cost as J ao
∗
; set AO = False.
6: while AO == False do
7: Solve problem (58) based on {rao
∗
i } to find the corresponding
offloading decision xao
′
;
8: Solve problem (57) based on xao
′
to find the minimum system
cost J ao
′
and {rao
′
i };
9: if J ao
′
< J ao
∗
then
10: Set (xao
∗
, {rao
∗
i }) = (x
ao′ , {rao
′
i }), J
ao∗ = J ao
′
;
11: else
12: Set AO = True; ⊲ Exit while loop
13: end if
14: end while
Step 3: Sequential tuning (ST)
15: Set (xst
∗
, {rst
∗
i }) = (x
ao∗ , {rao
∗
i }), and record the corresponding
total system cost as J st
∗
; set ST = False.
16: while ST == False do
17: Randomly order the lists of all users and their tasks; set user
index n = 1; set task index m = 1;
18: while n ≤ N and m ≤M do
19: While keeping xst
∗
n′m′ unchanged for all (n
′,m′) except
(n′,m′) = (n,m), inspect the three possible offloading
choices of xst
∗
nm; find their respective total system costs
by solving problem (57); set Jst
′
as the minimum cost
among these three choices, and record the corresponding
solution as (xst
′
, {rst
′
i });
20: if J st
′
< J st
∗
then
21: Set (xst
∗
, {rst
∗
i }) = (x
st′ , {rst
′
i }), J
st∗ = J st
′
;
n← N + 1;
22: else if n == N and m == M then
23: n← N + 1; ST = True; ⊲ No change of xst
∗
can
be found; exit
24: else if n < N and m == M then
25: n← n+ 1; m← 1;
26: else
27: m← m+ 1;
28: end if
29: end while
30: end while
31: Output: The offloading decision xst
∗
and the corresponding
resource allocation {rst
∗
i }.
+ ρimax{TLi , TA(L)i , T
C(L)
i }
]
(59)
s.t. (1), (2), (3), (4), (46), (48), and (54).
Under the same offloading decisions and resource allocation,
the objective function in (59) is always lower than the actual
cost. We apply the same approach to solve the corresponding
separable SDR problem of the above non-convex problem
(59). Since the optimal objective of this SDR problem is
smaller than the optimal objective of (59), it can serve as a
lower bound to the minimum total system cost defined by the
original optimization problem (47).
TABLE II
DEFAULT PARAMETER SETTINGS.
Description Default Value
number of users N 5
number of tasks per user M 4
total CAP processing rate fA 10× 10
9 cycle/s
cloud processing rate fc 10× 109 cycle/s
weight on CAP usage cost α 1.5 × 10−7 J/bit
weight on cloud usage cost β 2.5 × 10−7 J/bit
weight on delays ρi 1 J/s
In Section VI, we show that the proposed MUMTO-C
method provides not only a local optimum solution but also
nearly optimal performance compared with the lower bound.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we provide computer simulation to study
the performance of both proposed MUMTO and MUMTO-
C offloading solutions, respectively, under different parameter
settings.
A. Simulation Setup
The following default parameter values are used unless
specified otherwise later. We adopt the mobile device char-
acteristics from [42], which is based on a Nokia smart device.
According to Tables 1 and 3 in [42], the mobile device has
CPU rate 500 × 106 cycles/s and unit processing energy
consumption 1730×106 J/cycle. The local computation time per
bit is 4.75 × 10−7 s and local processing energy consump-
tion per bit is 3.25 × 10−7 J. We consider the x264 CBR
encode application, which requires 1900 cycles/byte [42], i.e.,
Y (ij) = 1900Din(ij). The input and output data sizes of each
task are assumed to be uniformly distributed from 10 to 30MB
and from 1 to 3MB, respectively.
The total transmission bandwidth between the mobile users
and the CAP is set to 40 MHz, with no additional limit on
the uplink or downlink, and the transmission and receiving
energy consumptions of the mobile user are both 1.42× 10−7
J/bit as indicated in Table 2 in [42]. For simplicity, we set
ηui = η
d
i = 3.5 b/s/Hz for all i. When tasks are sent from the
CAP to the cloud, the transmission rate rac is 15 Mpbs. The
cloud and CAP usage costs are assumed to be Ccij = Din(ij)+
λ1/f
c + λ2/CUL + λ3/CDL and C
a
ij = Din(ij) + λ1/fA +
λ2/CUL+λ3/CDL, respectively, where λ1 = 10
18 bit×cycle/s
and λ2 = λ3 = 10
16 bit×MHz, which accounts for the input
data size, processing rate, and uplink and downlink capacities.
The default values for other parameters are summarized in
Table II. Unless specified otherwise, these default values are
used in the figures below. All simulation results are obtained
by averaging over 100 realizations of the input and output data
sizes of each task.
B. Performance Evaluation for MUMTO without CAP
For comparison, we also consider the following methods: 1)
the local processing only scheme where all tasks are processed
by mobile users, 2) the cloud processing only scheme where
all tasks are offloaded to the cloud and the cost is obtained
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based on T
C(L)
i , 3) the lower bound of optimum, which is
obtained from the optimal objective value of the SDR of
problem (45). Notice that in all figures the real cost under the
same offloading decision and resource allocation will always
fall between the costs of the proposed MUMTO and the lower
bound of optimum.
In Fig. 2, we show the system cost vs. the weight β on
the system utility cost. When β becomes large, all tasks
are more likely to be processed by mobile users themselves.
Both MUMTO and the lower bound of optimum in this case
converge to the local processing only method. Though the
existence of the cloud can provide additional computation
capacity, the processing time at the cloud depends on the cloud
CPU rate f c assigned to each user. In Fig. 3, we plot the total
system cost vs. f c. As expected, a more powerful per-user
cloud CPU can dramatically increase system performance, and
MUMTO converges to the local processing only method when
the per-user cloud CPU rate is too slow to help.
In Fig. 4, we study the system cost under various values of
weight ρi = ρ on the delays. We observe that MUMTO sub-
stantially outperforms all other methods. Finally, we examine
the scalability of MUMTO. Fig. 5 plot the total system cost
vs. the number of tasks M per user. We see that MUMTO
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CAP.
is close to the lower bound of optimum, indicating that it is
nearly optimal for all M values.
C. Performance Evaluation for MUMTO-C with CAP
1) Contribution of the Algorithm Components: To demon-
strate the role and contribution of each step in the MUMTO-
C algorithm, we first compare it with the following methods:
1) the SDR-C method where only the first step of MUMTO-
C is applied, 2) the SDR-C-ST method where the AO step
is skipped, 3) the AO-ST method where only the last two
steps of MUMTO-C are applied by using random offloading
decisions for all tasks as the starting point for the iterations of
AO, 4) the ST method where only the last step of MUMTO-
C is applied by using random offloading decisions for all
tasks as the starting point for the iterations of ST, and 5) the
lower bound of optimum, which is obtained from the optimal
objective value of the SDR lower bound of problem (59).
We show the system cost and the run time ratio vs. α in
Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Since α is the weight on the CAP
usage cost, more tasks compete at the CAP when α is smaller.
We observe that MUMTO-C can reduce the system cost by up
to 20% compared with purely applying SDR-C and is much
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closer to the lower bound of optimum with CAP. Furthermore,
though SDR-C-ST, AO-ST, and ST can provide similarly low
cost as MUMTO-C, which can be attributed to the sequential
searching of ST, they require much longer run time to obtain
their solutions. This demonstrates that we require both the
SDR-C and AO steps in the proposed algorithm to provide
an effective starting point for the ST step to reach a local
minimum solution quickly.
Similar observations can be made in Figs. 8 and 9, where
we show the system cost and the run time ratio vs. the weight
β on the cloud usage cost, and in Figs. 10 and 11, where
we show the system cost and the run time ratio vs. M , the
number of tasks per user. When β is large, all tasks are more
likely to be processed by either the mobile users or the CAP.
More importantly, MUMTO-C is shown to be more scalable,
since the run-time ratios are nearly linearly increasing with
the number of tasks per user.
2) Comparison with Further Alternatives: For further per-
formance evaluation, we also consider the following schemes:
1) the local processing only scheme, 2) the cloud processing
only scheme, 3) the lower bound of local-cloud, which is the
same as lower bound of optimum defined in Sec. VI-B, and 4)
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the random mapping scheme where each task is processed
at different locations with equal probability. As shown in
Figs. 12 and 13, the lower bound of optimum with CAP
converges to the lower bound of local-cloud as α becomes
large and the lower bound of local-cloud converges to the local
only method as β becomes large. In both figures, MUMTO-C
is near-optimal and substantially outperforms all alternatives
especially when the cost of using the CAP is small or the cost
of using the cloud is large.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have considered a general mobile cloud
computing system consisting of multiple users and one remote
cloud server, where each user has multiple independent tasks.
To minimize a weighted total cost of energy, computation, and
the delay of all users, we aim to find the overall optimal tasks
offloading decisions and communication resource allocation.
We show that the resultant optimization problem is a non-
convex separable QCQP. The proposed MUMTO algorithm
uses SDR and binary recovery to jointly compute the offload-
ing decision and communication resource allocation. For the
scenario with the presence of a CAP, the resultant optimization
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problem is even more complicated. We further propose a
three-step MUMTO-C algorithm, which always compute a
locally optimal solution. By comparison with a lower bound
of the minimum cost for both scenarios, we show that both
MUMTO and MUMTO-C give nearly optimal performance
and can substantially out perform existing alternatives over
a wide range of parameter settings. Finally, we remark that
there are several interesting directions for future study, such as
scheduling tasks with strict delay constraints, user mobility and
its impact on the offloading and resource allocation, designing
improved methods to better handle dynamically arriving tasks,
and investigating into a more general scenario with multiple
CAPs.
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